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Huntress of the month - NoirDesire
3DXName:
In 3DX since:
Profession:
Hobbies:
Lanugage:
Sexual Orientation:

NoirDesire
December 2018
Club owner (ManoirDesire/NoirsBunker),
Conducting and publishing independent surveys
about the quality of 3DXChat
Music, Politics, Film, Literatur, BDSM
German / English / French (under duress at gun point)
only Ladys sorry

I am seriously interested in BDSM, but not only in the...
I love to chat and meet new exciting people - hate racism
and macho behavior. JazzyLounge and Havasu are my
favorite rooms whereas I detest rape rooms.
I love my girls, my sister and her mistress - rude idiots can
stay away from me.
Currently I'm planning a project together with other
experienced BDSMers to put the topic BDSM in right
perspective and to simplify the exchange for beginners and
experienced and to create a safe environment - In January
there will be more news.

Noir's wife Anong about NoirDesire:
You are the light that brightens desolate evenings, You are
the arm that holds me when I am feeling not well. You are
the mouth I kiss when I am well, You are all I wish for.
MissJanetWeiss (regular DJane at ManoirDesire) about NoirDesire:
Noir is wonderful and always has been! One of my favorite people here. Not always easy,
seductive, sassy, real and direct. Thanks to her clubs and thanks to your friendship and
good advice I have a wonderful time here. When I need someone to lean on, Noir is always
there. A part of my world that can not be missed.
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First, quickly create
current survey...

... then
relax a
little

...before the nightlife starts.
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Noir is rarely found alone.
Even when she sings, her friends bravely stay with her.
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No here no one has criticized and is punished....
what looks like "punish" is more like "reward".
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after the meal still a dessert?
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